REMEMBERING WHAT YOU LEARN
In college you encounter such massive amounts of information that it can be difficult to
remember everything. Below are a few tips that will help you remember what you learn.

Be sure that you understand the information
If you are confused by something that a professor says in class, ask for clarification either in or
outside of class. Do the same with any material you have problems with in your textbook or
other assigned readings.

Organize the information
Try to keep the information organized when taking notes; if necessary, rewrite
your notes in outline form after class.
Relate what you are learning to past classes or experiences to help with mental
organization.
Chunk information into meaningful blocks for review, and create rhymes and
acronyms to remember information.

Use the SQ3R method
SQ3R is a study technique that really helps keep the learner active in his or her studying. This
method consists of five steps for studying text.
Survey the reading while paying attention to section headings and boldface print.
Question what you have surveyed. Create questions to guide your reading using
the information that you have gathered through surveying the text.
Read the text in order to answer the questions you have just created. Paying
attention to the organization of the text will assist you in remembering the answers
to your questions. Taking notes while you read will help reinforce what you are
seeing; this can be done on the text itself or on a separate piece of paper.
Recall by closing your book and trying to answer your questions.
Review by going back and skimming the text after you answer the questions.

Put information into your own words
Write or say aloud in your own words what you have learned. This repetition will help you retain
it.

Study with others
Other students can give new insight which can be very helpful in retaining data. Studying with
others incorporates visual, auditory, and oral strategies for learning.

Review, review, and review
The saying "practice makes perfect" also applies to studying. Once you have learned material to
the point of recognition, review the information in an attempt to over-learn it. Reviewing will
better help you to remember what you have learned.

Schedule your time wisely
Do not cram. Try to plan your study sessions over a period of several days. Short study periods
of about one hour are better than prolonged study periods. With short sessions over a longer
length of time you have a better opportunity to link ideas. Try not to study overlapping subjects
within the same session. The similarity between subjects may cause unnecessary confusion and
frustration. For the evening before a test, plan several brief study periods. Review the
information right before you got to bed and once more in the morning before the test.

